i30 N

The feeling of N
If ever there was something you’ve never felt before, this is it.
The i30 N is Hyundai’s first true high-performance car developed to debut the N division and redefine
the way the world feels about Hyundai. With the award-winning third generation i30 as its basis, the i30 N
was built by our best engineers to deliver uncompromised driving exhilaration on both road and track,
without foregoing the comfort and practicality needed for daily enjoyment.

Born to feel
Born in Namyang, Korea and put through the ultimate test at the Nürburgring, the world’s most challenging racetrack, the i30 N
has proven to be the car that truly awakens new feelings.
After nearly 500 laps at this unforgiving circuit, and around 10,000 kilometres of testing overall, we could introduce to the world
a performance model truly worthy of being the first to wear the N badge.

Unparalleled
performance
The entire chassis of the i30 N, from suspension, steering,
brakes and tyres, has been completely overhauled to delight
and thrill driving enthusiasts. A lower, firmer suspension tune
combined with the adjustability of electronically controlled
dampers means the i30 N delivers exceptional turn-in
characteristics and body control, without sacrificing the ride
compliance needed for daily driving comfort.

The Corner lover
The electronically controlled mechanical limited slip differential (e-LSD) technology reduces
wheelspin and understeer while increasing traction and cornering speed, thus allowing the
driver to extract maximum performance from the i30 N.

Moonroof

Multifunctional Steering Wheel

19” Alloy Wheels

Sublime steering

Electronically controlled suspension

The perfect combination of new hardware and precision improvements ensures meticulous
steering and a brilliant and dynamic performance like never before.

To deliver optimum ride and handling on any road surface, the i30 N is fitted as standard with
Electronically Controlled Suspension (ECS) featuring three selectable damping modes: Normal,
Sport and Sport+.

Form
follows
function
From the black bezel front headlamps to the assertive front
bumper with its larger air intakes, to the red brake calipers
with the N logo residing behind the unique 19-inch aluminium
wheels, the i30 N features an exterior designed to cheat wind
and win hearts.

Artificial Suede and Leather

The interior of the i30 N is made to awake all the senses.
It starts with sports front seats, designed to provide
exceptional support and comfort and the bespoke N steering
wheel with dedicated N-mode button, as well as an N-specific
race computer which features a lap timer, G-force meter,
boost gauge and launch control.

USB and Wireless Smartphone Charging

Apple CarPlay

Stay connected
The i30 N is packed with the comfort and convenience features that makes every ride the ride of your life. Stay connected
at any speed with wireless smartphone charging and an 8-inch multimedia touchscreen with radio, Bluetooth® connectivity
and Apple CarPlay and Android™ Auto compatibility.

The humanity of technology
When technology lets a car perform like the i30 N, we need it to think like a human when it comes to safety.
The i30 N comes with seven airbags as standard, rear view camera and Front and Rear Park Assist System.

Reverse Camera

Supervision Cluster

Metal Pedals

Specifications
Convenience

Engine

Infotainment system with CarPlay

Standard

Engine Size (cc)

Bluetooth with Voice Recognition

Standard

Total system kW

output (kW)

202

Climate Control

Standard

Total system Torque

output (Nm)

353

Electric Windows

1998

Front & Rear

Dimensions

Electric Folding Mirrors

Standard

Length (mm)

4335

Rain Sensor

Standard

Width (mm)

1795

Front + Rear Parking Assist System & Camera (Rear)

Standard

Height (mm)

1447

Smart Key (Fob) & Button Start

Standard

Ground Clearance (mm)

Audio / Bluetooth with Voice Recognition / Cruise /
On board computer / N Launch control

Standard

Wheelbase (mm)

Seat Covering
Seat Memory (Driver) + Power (Passenger)
Wheel Type

Leather + Suede
Standard
Alloy 19 Inch

132
2650

Capacity
Fuel Tank Capacity (ltrs)

50

Boot Capacity (dm3)

381

Exterior

Safety
ABS + ESC + HAC

Standard

Dual LED Head Lamps with Static Bending

Standard

Depowered Driver & Passenger Airbags

Standard

Daytime Running Light ; Dedicated LED

Standard

Front Thorax & Pelvis + Curtain Airbags

Standard

Position Lamp; LED (Indirect Type)

Standard

Knee Driver Airbag

Standard

Rear Spoiler With LED HMSL

Standard

ISOFIX Child Seat Attachments

Standard

Puddle Lamp

Standard

Colours

Engine Red

Micron Grey

Phantom Black

Polar White

Performance Blue

Disclaimer: Please note that some of the images contained in this brochure may not be available in South Africa as these images are sourced from Hyundai Motor Corporation global marketing channel and are for marketing purposes only. For exact models, specifications and colours – please consult
your Hyundai dealer. Some of the equipment illustrated or described in this catalogue may not be supplied as standard equipment and may be available at extra cost. Hyundai Motor Corporation reserves the right to change specifications and equipment without prior notice. The colour plates shown may
vary slightly from the actual colours due to the limitations of the printing process. Please consult your dealer for full information and availability on colour and trims. Fuel consumption figures quoted are obtained under specific test conditions, they may not be achieved under ‘real world’ driving conditions.
However, the figures serve as a means of comparing models of a similar type.
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